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Security Issues
Plague Students
Jancll Waid & Valerie Bates
News Writers

Global Glimpses
•C A L C U T T A , India-M other
Teresa died Friday of cardiac ar
rest in her religious order’s head
quarters in eastern India. She was
87.
She w on the N obet Peace Prize
in 1979 for bringing hope and dig
n ity to m illions o f u n w anted
people.

•L E X IN G T O N , V a.Virginia Military Institute
registered a freshman class that
included women for the first
time, ending 158 years of
male-only education at the
state-supported military
college.
In a landmark ruling in June
19%, the high court said the
all-male admissions policy at
VMI, the nation’s oldest
military college, unconstitu
tionally discrim inated against
w o m en .

PARIS —Police Confirm today
th a t P rincess D iana was n o t
wearing a seatbelt when her car
crashed at high speed in a Paris
tunnel.
A senior police source in Paris
says the only person in the car
w ho w ore a seatbelt was th e
bodyguard, w ho survived the
Aug. 31st crash.
T he crash, which occurred as the
c ar w as b eing chased b y
paparazzi photographers, killed
Diana, her companion Dodi Al
Fayed and the driver.

M IAM I —Up to 400 people arc
feared dead after a ferry sank off
Haiti's northwest coast.
Haitian officials estimate between
700 and 800 people were aboard
the vessel. Radio Metropolc says
25 bodies w ere recovered and
about 60 survivors had been res
cued.
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Students Enjoy the beautiful weather at Ollics Follies

(photo Iola Noble)

ONU Housing Becoming A Tight Squeeze
Valerie Bates
News Editor

“We’re full, w e ’re full, w e ’re full..."

1229 total students in campus
housing and extra rooms have
High retention rates as diminished, “We’re trying to
the class of 2001 begins at find a home for everyone...we
Olivet. Over400 new freshman will turn no one away,” con
arrived on campus this fall to cluded Alsip. In order to allevi
overflow both Williams and ate any foreseen housing prob
Chapman Halls. Fourteen fe lems, last April during housing
males were relocated to Nesbitt sigri-ups private rooms were not
and two freshman males arc allowed unless it was a same
housed in the guest room of room sign-up.
As a trend of an in
Hills.
crease
of
students
permeates our
Peggy Alsip, Assistant
to the Dean of Students and campus Alsip contends that
Campus Housing stated, “We’re housing will have to be restruc
full, we’re full, wc’rc full...It is tured to fill the needs.
Retention rates apply
the largest group (freshman) in
awhile. They arc excited, en to the freshman that Olivet
thusiastic, energized - that spirit,' keeps beyond the semester and
is contagious. They energize return next fall. According to
me. That is what it’s all about. Wendy Parsons, Director of
Intramurals and Retention, “We
Bringing new life.”
Of the freshman about have a goal of not losing more
230 arc women and 200 arc than 10 percent (in the first se
males. The campus numbers arc mester). I would say since 91’

we’ve only been under 90 percent
one time.”
Olivet’s returning stu
dent rate for the second year is
about 75 percent and students
that begin and end at Olivet is
about 49 percent according to
Parsons. “Being church operated,
like we arc, we give student’s
opportunities...wc accept every
body. We allow just about any
one to come and we give them
every benefit of a doubt...If the
trend continues we would build
a new dorm.” ' . <
Olivet’s student body
continues to increase and more
students continue to stay and
complete their studies at ONU.
This increase of Retention rates
has caused an overflow of stu
dents in which new restructuring
of housing will continue to be
considered.

Olivet Nazamie Uni
versity faced two specific secu
rity issues this summer.
The first occurred Me
morial Day Weekend in
McClain Lobby. Vandelism
induded egging and written
profanity and gang symbols.
Before the incident
Mary Margaret Reed, the Resi
dent Director of McClain Hall
questioned a group of adoles
cents about their presence in the
lobby and they responded by
answering they were there to
use the phone. Reed responded ~
to the vandalism by stating,
“I’m surprised and disap
pointed”.
The second incident
occurred at 11:30 p.m. on June
13th in Parrott Hall when a
summer school student was us
ing the shower. Alone in the
bathroom she noticed a pair of
shoes under the shower curtain.
After realizing it was a man he
was chased put of the dorm by
the student victim and Jennifer
Schuluz who met him on the
stairs. The Parrott staff then
notified security who chased
him through campus and were
unable to apprehend him before
he scaled the fence outside of
Howe Hall. The security staff
then notified the Bourbonnais/
Bradley Police Department
who filed a report. After this
incident conference RA’s were
asked to report any non-cam
pus rollcrbladcrs, skate board
ers or bicyclers to the campus
security office.
In order to beef up se
curity new restrictions were
placed on summer school stu
dents. The front door lock of
Security Continued page 2

Cable At Standstill

Fin an cial
Forecast
Heather Strous

Valerie Bates
News Editor

the plan is still moving ahead
as the media center purchased
production and editing equip
Cable T.V. in the
dorm rooms is at a standstill as ment to fill the demand once
the cable television is up and ¡gf
other priorities are deemed
running. Three components fig
more important this summer.
are needed for the final steps j | | |
Noel Whitis, Director of
Media and Technical Support, of watching ESPN in the ¡¡¡I
comfort of you«- own room,:':
met with Dr. Bowling, Dr.
these include a headend for ||g
Perry and Dennis Seymore
each
channel that would be w
early in the summer to discuss
subscribed,
the expense of K
the possibilities of cable
having
the
wiring
of each h
television in every room and it
room
finished,
and
the
actual '
became an issue of priorities,
subscription
of
the
channels.
“We’re waiting and we’re
Whitis estimates that a total ¡-v *** "
excited abont it happening.
We realize that priorities have of $40,000 would be needed
to complete the cable for this
to be set and met. Academic
year with additional $20,000
things have a higher priority
each year for the subscription
then entertainment.’’
»
The production part of costs.

■

Security Continuedfront page 1

. Whitis stated, “I
think there arc academic
things that would benefit
from cable.” These
include the four channels
that would be set aside
for student production
and information for the
student body, and special
channels for the profes
sors to conduct classes
and study sessions.
If you arc
interested in giving any
input to Whitis about the
programming that should
be offered you can
contact him via the
internetat
n wh itis@olivet.edu.

security measures.
Matt Whitis, the Di
students could use their room
rector of O N U Security, gives
key to open the front doors that
all students a few suggestions
were locked at 8:00 p.m. every
concerning personal safety on
night. The back door was
campus.
locked and armed at 8:00 p.m.
• If you see anyone suspicious
as well. The policies reverted
on campus report it immediback to normal school security
Executive Editor: Gabricllc Garrett
atclf - y campus security.
' measures when the student
• If .you do witness a problem
Busincss/Advertising Manager: Leah Hudson
body returned.
do not try and take care of the
D uring recent Hall
Head Photographer/Design Editor: Marion Harrison
problem yourself.
m eetings, R A ’s of P a rro tt
News Editor: Valerie Bates
• Do not walk in a dark area
warned students to lock their
either
on or off campus-by
doors at night before going to
Features Editor: Jaclyn Couch
yourself.
bed to diminish any personal
Sports Editor: Eric Olson
• Be aware of your surround
th re a t of intruders. Also,
Opinions Editor: Charity Willard
Parrott is keeping a Door At ings and take notice of what is
going on around you.
tendant on shift until 5:30 a.m.
Arts Editor: Adam Robinson
Whitis continued, “We
every morning.
Faculty Adviser: Dr. Sue Williams
There was little re want to cooperate with people.”
And urges Student Develop
President: Dr. John Bowling
sponse by other RD’s regarding
ment, the RD’s, the RA’s and
the summer security incidents.
the
students to work together
Back
doors
are
still
locked
by
The GlimmerGlass is located in the lower level of Ludwig
with
Campus Security, “It takes
10:00
p.m.
and
front
doors
by
Center. This newspaper is a publication of the Associate!
all of us working together- to
curfew.
Students Council of Olivet Nazarenc University and a mem
make sure that this or things
Kathy Jewel, RD of
ber of the Illinois College Press Association. The opinion;
like this do not happen again.”
Nesbitt Hall, heard of the secu
expressed in the GlimmerGlass arc those of each iridividua
rity incidents this summer in
Campus security can
writer and are not necessarily held by Associated Student;
passing and urges the female stu-. be reached Monday through
Council, faculty, administration, or student body of Olivei
Friday, 8.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
dent body to either go in groups
Nazarene University. The GlimmerGlass encourages let or tell friends and roommates "at extension 5265. If you need
security after normal hours you
where they are going and when
ters to the editor. Any and all opinions, complaints, ant
suggestions are welcome, but are left to the discretion o: they are coming back. Ron can contact Ludwig desk at
the editor and her/his staff. For publication send all let Hadley, RD at Hills Hall stated, 5207. If Ludwig is dosed call
ters, signed, to the GlimmerGlass box @ 6024 or t< “We aren’t going to do anything extension 5011 and the opera
to r will contact security for
differently.” He concluded by
ggarrett@olivet.edu.
you.
saying that Hills has adequate
O LIVET NAZARENE UNIVERSITY
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N ew s W riter
The weather may be
cold but Dr. John Bowling, Presi
dent of Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity, has a sunny forecast for the
University’s financial picture.
“I’m very encouraged by the fi
nancial side. We’re monitoring
budgets and managing money
carefully,” he said.
Why docs he have such
an optimistic attitude? Olivet is
cu rrently operating “in the
black”, which means that there
is a positive relationship between
revenue, money coming into the
school, and expenses.
N on-tuition revenues
which include church support,
annual giving, scholarship gifts to
the O N U foundation, and gifts
for the- upcoming capital cam
paign have grown in the past
year.
In fact, the largest gift in
Olivet history, $ 1.25 million, was
presented to the University in
1997. A hike in tuition remains
as the proverbial dark cloud in
this bright forecast, though.
“Olivet, like any private
institution, is heavily tuition
funded,” Bowling explained.
Cost of schooling is consistently
increased to keep up with utility
and maitenence expenses, faculty
and staff salaries, technical service
fees, etc. One must consider that
O N U docs not receive any state
funding.
However, of the 26 or
27 private institutions in Illinois,
there are only two that are less
expensive than Olivet- Soon, students Can ex
pect to see their dollars in action
through various university im
provements. Eight new faculty
m em bers have already been
hired. Construction of admis
sions and classroom buildings
will begin next year. The dorms
and dining hall will be upgraded,
and Kresge Auditorium will be
renovated.
Lastly, a raise in schol
arship monies as approved by the
board will occur. “We’re not lim
iting our investments to bricks
and mortars,” Bowling said.

Olivet's Changing internet
Aaron Robinson
around the world. Video clips
News Writer
that arc downloaded arc still ac
Numerous changes to cessible.
Olivet’s computer network have
The reason for these
been made over the summer limitations is to make the net
month. These changes include a work more secure from outside
new firewall, the Olivet Informa ■intrusions. Every piece of infor
tion System (OIS), upgraded stu mation that comes into the net
dent servers which allow students work, such as E-mail or a web site
more disk space to store school that a user requests through
work, and better versions of net Netscape must now go through
work software and Netscape.
and be screened by this firewall.
The biggest change to
A new program that is
the network from last year is the distinct from, but running along
firewall. This firewall is simply with the firewall is called
a very fast computer placed be WEBNOT. The purpose of this
tween Olivet’s network and the program is to block network .us
rest of the Internet as a security ers from accessing material
device. The main priority of this through the Internet that is con
firewall is to protect the network sidered unacceptable to the
from hackers and other people . Olivet community.
wishing to intrude into the com
WEBNOT was in
puter system.
stalled to the network as a con
The firewall cause/some limita dition from Olivet’s Board of
tions including the inability to Trustees when they approved
watch live stream, playing com the school of obtaining a loan
puter games such as Quake last year to expand the network
against other people via the to the whole campus. A web site
Internet, as well as accessing chat is blocked if it contains material
rooms to ‘talk’ with people

or information pertaining to one
or more of the categories set in
the WEBNOT program. These
categories arc drugs and the drug
culture, full or partial nudity and
gambling.
Each address requested
by the user is checked against a
list of web sites compiled and up
dated every six days by a com
pany independent of Olivet. If
the requested web site is on the
list the information from the
outsid the Internet site is not al-

Litcrature and Theology course,
art student Mark Charon was un
able to access sites that he learned
of from other non-clcctronic
sources that contained informa
tion pertinent to his topic. Me
questions, “Should we be reduced
to the censorship of information
that may be useful to research in
areas simply because they are con
sidered questionable by certain
ethical conventions within this
university alone?” Olivet’s Com
puter Center is aware of these

Back To Nature
Steve Barrick &
Chris Buckman
News Writers

The purpose of “Back
To Nature” is to create an
appreciation for our natural
world. It seems like our
culture has become trapped in
the “concrete jungle”. Every
day we grow further and
further from the natural
Blocked Web Sites by User Group
world that we depend upon
August 1997
for our survival. We hope
that we can use this column to
better acquaint students with
the many benefits of getting
back to the outdoors.
iculty/ Staff (914)
In fulfilling our main
Dialup (3298)
goal we will show how much
you can benfit and how you
can help the envibrnment
There arc many ways in
Students (5935)
which Olivet students can
escape the “Olivet Bubble”
and become more familiar
with and more knowledgeable
lowed into the network and the problems.
of
the world around them.
user will see a mes
Computer Center staff
For
instance, just.. fifteen
sage saying “Forbid member, Andrew Smith, said, ,
den by rating check.” “Some legitimate sites do get minutes from campus there is
The name of that re blocked, but we hope to change Kankakee River State Park. It
quested site is placed that: We recognize it’s a prob has miles of trails, camping,
automatically onto a lem. It’s not a. control issue for bike rentals, fishing, and
report along with all us.” Students that arc denied ac picnic areas. What better way
the other requested cess to legitimate sites should send to break the monotony of
studying than to go out to the
sites that were E-mail to netadmin@olivet.edu
state park and enjoy a bike
blocked.
In the month of August
(Back under original Dounutland owership o f Kevin Krauklis since 1985)
WEBNOT docs not users were denied access to sites ride, hike a trail, or play a
The name has changed b u t the freshness
function perfectly 10,184 times. Undergrad student game of frisbcc. Another
& quality remain the samel
however, since some users accounted for 5935 times, opportunity for students to
V Over 100 items made fresh daily
legitimate web sites dialup users which includes, get out and become more
V Clean, smoke-free enviornment
arc blocked as well. graduate students, undergrad stu familiar with nature is to visit
Senior engineering dents and faculty and staff who Perry Farm. Just a five minute
V Open 7 days a week
student
Craig use the Internet from off campus walk from campus, Perry
V Wholesale discounts available to schools,
Twibcll said, “There, through telephone lines ac Farm is excellent for a day of
churches, hotels, civic organizations, etc.
arc many useful sites counted for 3298 times, and fac rollcrblading, bike riding, jog
that
we have ulty and staff accounted for 914 ging, or walking.
What we as students
coupon :
bookmarked and use times.
can
do
along
side of our daily
in the engineering de
Another new service to
devotion
to
God
is to get out
partment which can students as well as faculty and
and
enjoy
that
which
He has
no longer be accessed. staff is the Olivet Information •
created.
Me
has
produced
the
Olivet promised ac System (OIS), developed by
most
spectacular
of
sceneries
DONUTS OR BAGELS
cess to the Internet to ONU student Greg Lyons.
E x p ira tio n 9-20-97
expand our educa "This is a program that Olivet has in the midwest right here in
tional opportunities wanted to do fora while, but got Kankakee. With the changing
and yet imposes regu around to doing this summer,” of the leaves in the fall and
with the waterfalls of Rock
815-933-6611
lations that block out according to Andrew Smith.
Creek, In Kankakee State
useful sources.”
Monday-saturday 5am-llpm •Sunday 5am-lprri
The OIS is available to
Park,
we arc able to sec and
visit old friends, or make new friends, come to study awhile, or come
While doing re everyone on campus when they
experience
the creativity and
to relax. Your always welcome at Donuttime. Flexible closing hours
search for his Film start up Netscape and is the first
for those who wish to stay laterl
splendor
of
our creator.
j
J and Theology and Internet Continued on page 4
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Thousands Protest California A ffirm ative Action Law
Adrian Croft
College Press

tives of women's, minority and ' 'under siege in California."
labor groups.
Taking about a drop in
SAN FR A N C ISCO ~ T hou
" I t is poetic injustice the number of minority students
sands of people marched across that on this day 34 years to the admitted to several University of
San Francisco's Golden Gate day that the dream of hope and California graduate schools this
Bridge to protest a state law
inclusion was projected that a year due to a change in univer
banning affirmative action t h a t' Proposition 209 has been un sity admissions policy that pre
took effect Thursday.
leashed like a Scud missile with ■ dated Proposition 209, Jackson
Bridge officials said al the effect of bludgeoning the said President Clinton Shd Attor
most 9,000 men, women and chil dreams of this generation," Jack- ney-General Janet Reno must act.
dren from all over California son told a huge crowd at a rally
Jackson compared Cali
walked peacefully across the after the march.
fornia Gov. Pete Wilson's sup
bridge under clear blue skies to
Proposition 209 took port for Proposition 209 to Ala
protest the controversial m ea-. cffect in California one week af- bama Gov. George Wallace stand
sure, also known as Proposition ter a federal appeals court af- ing in the schoolhousc door to
209, which was passed by state firmed its earlier ruling that the keep out blacks in the 1960s.
voters last Novembervoter-approved initiative was
' President Clinton must not let
Civil rights leader Rev. constitutional.
Wilson stand in the school door
Jesse Jackson called the ' ' Save
The legal battle over the ... and assert states rights over na
the Dream" march to mark the measure, which bars preferential tional rights," he said.
34th anniversary of the huge 1963 treatment based on race or gen
San Francisco M ayor
"March on W ashington" that der in public employment, edu Willie Brown sounded a defiant
culminated with the Rev. Martin cation and contracting in Califor note, saying:' ' We arc a city that
Luther King's famous ' ' I Have nia, is not over, however.
intends to obey the Constitution
a Dream" speech about his hope
The Am erican Civil of the United States of America
for racial equality.
Liberties Union, which filed suit and not some dim thought-out,
Jackson was late for the against the measure last year, said racist measure like Proposition
protest, joining the marchers in • it planned to ask the U.S. Su 209." Some marchers said they
the middle of the bridge. Also preme Court as early as Friday had taken the day off from work
marching were religious figures, to stay the law's implementation. or traveled long distances to take
local politicians and representa Jackson said King's dream was part in the march.
" I t 's important
that people make
a personal state
ment about their
displeasure at the
state making a
move like this to
cut off'people's
ability to achieve
th e ir goals in
l i f e , ' ’Will
Ussery, an urban
conultant from
San Francisco,
said.
In a sign that
some people op
posed the march,
* The Upreach of Worship: To Celebrate Life in Jesus
tw o small air
Christ
craft flew over
head dragging
* The Inrcach of Nurture: To cultivate growth in Jesus
banners reading
Christ.
' ' Q uotas arc
Wrong-Jesse be
* The Outreach of Ministry: ,To communicate the love of
gone”
and
Jesus Christ to tthc world
' 'R eal women
don’t need femi
nists."
Informatin on each o f these ministries and involvement opportuni
California was
ties is available in the Office o f the Chaplain —located on the sec
the first state to
ond level o f Ludwig Center, south end.
ban affirmative
Feelfree to stop by or make an appointment at 939-5236.
action programs.
T w e n ty -th re e

Olivet N azarene U niversity’s Office o f
the Chaplain: “E ncouraging an atm o
sphere o f vital Christianity”

other states arc reported to be
considering similar measures.
Tom Wood, who co
authored Proposition 209, said
Californians may not see any dif
ferences overnight because of
Proposition 2 0 9 .'' Over the next
few months and years what we
will sec is a rollback of programs
that quite overtly have given pref
erences to some individuals on
the basis of race or gender,"
Wood said.
Opponents say the new
law will cause confusion for state
and local governments and they
predict a wave of lawsuits.
They say some govern
ment agencies could find them
selves trapped between federal
law which may require affirma
tive action programs in some
cases and state law banning them.
Internet Continuedfrom page 3
site to be loaded onto the
browser. Its address is h ttp ://
home, but can not be accessed
from outside Olivet’s network.
The OIS site includes
bulletin boards, activity calendars
and other information for stu
dents and employees. It is easy
to use and allows students to buy
and sell books and other things
as well as arrange for transporta
tion at vacation times. Among
other things, students can easily
access unofficial transcripts, a
class syllabus or inform ation
about their account.
One thing changed this
year that only students pulling all
nighters will notice is that the
time everyone is kicked off the
network so the Computer Cen
ter can do tape backups will re
main at 3 a.m. all year long. Stu
dents will be able to log back on
at 5 a.m.
The Computer Center
plans to update the O livet
homepage that is accessible for all
the Internet (www.olivct.edu) in
the near future. It will be im
proved and look similar to the
O livet Inform ation System.
Olivet hopes to change its oper
ating systems to Windows 95 as
soon as next year.
If you have any ques
tions call the Computer Center
at 939-5302.

â B fc ig

Naz' Newz
Jason Hammond
N ew s W riter
This summer was
one of great importance for
Nazarcnes worldwide. The
24th quadrennial General
Assembly of the Church of
the Nazarcnc convened in
the Alamodomc in San An
tonio, Texas, The Church
of the Nazarcnc’s distinctive
doctrine of entire sanctifica
tion was once again reaf
firmed through legislation
passed and messages brought
to the assembly by the gen
eral superintendents.
O n W ednesday
night two new General Su
perintendents were elected
by the assembly, Dr. Jerry
D. Porter and Dr. Jim Bond.
These men replaced retiring
generals Donald D., Owens
and Jerald D. Johnson.
O N U had a won-,
derful representation by
Orpheus Choir, Joshua, and
the women’s quartet from
the Olivctians. Among the
many Nazarene institutions
present in my humble opin
ion Olivet was superior in
musical talent.
O n a more local
Nazarene scene, Brian E.
Wilson, 36, was elected su
perintendent of our own
Chicago Central District of
which O N U is apart. Wil
son replaces superintendent
of 15 years D r. E. Keith
Bottles who is now enjoying
retirement. Wilson served as
missionary for 8 years, most
recently at European Bible
College. He is a 1981 gradu
ate of O N U , and hold
master’s degrees from both
Olivet and Nazarene Theo
logical Sem inary. The
O livet com m unity wel
comes our new superinten
dent and wishes God’s best
for Dr. Bottle’s in his retire
ment.
j

Capturing the Essence o f a Woman
Charity Willard
Opinions Editor

J.A.V. Chappie who has pub
lished a collection, of Gaskcll’s
letters as well as three other
While most Olivet stu works. To be able to interact
dents spent the summer laying with literature enthusiasts of this
out, hanging out with friends, - caliber is an opportunity not
and whining about the 25 hour a many people get the chance to be
week jobs we had, some of our apart.
professors were busy with the
The conference also
pursuit of scholarship. It’s an provided many other memo
aspect of the Olivet community rable experiences. Dr. Cook was
that we do not often hear about. able to meet people who were
About the only thing we know interested in the same writer she
-about honoring our professors is was from all over the world.
the Convocation chapel that There were people from France,
most of us save our chapel skips Japan, South Africa, Canada,
for.
United States and Britain. She
Dr. Ruth McDowell also felt that she was able to
Cook spent part of her summer cement some friendships made
in England at a conference for from previous Gaskell related
the Gaskell Society.
She events.
submitted a paper on Elizabeth .
The highlight of her
Gaskell, who is the author Dr. experience at the conference was
Cook wrote her doctoral disser when she was asked to publish
tation on, and was asked to her paper' which is entitled
present it at the conference. It “Women at Leisure: GaskclPs
was held on August 8-11 at validation of the ‘redundant’
Chester College which is con Victorian Spinster.” This will be
nected with the University of included as a chapter in a
Liverpool.
collection of criticisms called
• The conference’s theme "Elizabeth Gaskell: Texts and
was “The Victorians at Leisure.” Contexts. ” This book will be
This conference was host to , edited by Alan Schelston, who is
many Gaskell scholars, including a professor in the department of

English at; the University of
Manchester and Francesco
Marroni, who is a professor at
the University of Pescara in
France. The book will be
published in November of this
year. This is an accomplishment
of which we should be proud.
Not many people can walk into a
bookstore and purchase a hard
cover book that has their
writings in it.
Dr. Cook explained
that this trip was taken for more
than one reason. The main
reason that she went to England
was to present Gaskell at the
conference, but she also had time
to take in some other sights and
experiences.
She Was able to explore
some new options for the trip
she is taking with students in
January. She took a trip to Wales
and found new places to visit
such as Caernarfon, Wales,
which was the setting for the
Investiture of Prince Charles as
the Prince of Wales. She also
spent five days in London. Dr.
Cook saw Henry the V at the
Globe Theater with a former
Olivet student. On a more
historical note, she visited the

mm

Spotlighting Professor’s Achievements

Dr. Ruth Cook McDowell
Runnymcdc, which is the birth
place of the Magna Carta. She
stated that the highlight of being
in London was going to St.
Paul’s cathedral on Sunday and
hearing a sermon she described as
“eloquent” about the fine points
of the Christian Life.
At the end of the
interview with Dr. Cook about
the Gaskell conference and her
trip to England, she said, “Every
time I go to England I learn a
little more about the British .way
of life and am looking forward to'
going again.”

We
Walk
Because
They
Walk

Changes in Campus Policy Call For Flexibility Among
Jaclyn Couch
students
Features Editor
. Although summcrschool
takes place on this campus, it still
remains fairly quiet and unevent
ful. However, Student Develop
ment and Associated Student
Council were hard at work on
changes taking place at Olivet.
Some of these changes came as a
shock to people; to others, these
changes are just another adjust
ment.
Among these changes
or adjustments is the increase in
number and time allotted for
open houses, the abolishment of
hourly sign-outs for upperclass
men until 4:30, the regulation of
one block under beds, and the
exclusion of rock and rap in
wearing shirts of secular bands.

In the past, open houses
were few and far between. At
best, these took place once a
month and did not last for more
than two and a half hours. ASC
created a proposal this summer
which requested more frequent
open houses along with an
extension of time.
Open houses now take
place every Sunday, with the
exception of breaks and the
weekend before finals. Each
Sunday alternates open houses
between men and women. The
time has also been increased by a
half hour, which makes the open
house time 8:00 p.m. through
11:00 p.m. There is currently a
schedule of open houses set for
the entire academic year. (Check
your monthly calendar for

details.)
In the past, all students
could sign out late passes for one
. extra hour, and upperclassmen
could continue to sign out every
two hours until 4:30 a.m. Dean
Woody Webb said, “We recog
nized that many of the students
that signed out for that two hour
period were signing out to go
study at a restaurant, and it was
an inconvenience to require that
student to return to the dorm,
check in, and sign back out for
another two hour period... it just
made sense to lift the two hour
restriction.” The revision is such
th a t' when an upperclassmen
signs out after 10:30, he or she is
not required to return until 4:30
a.m.
However, Dean Webb

did say,"... if a student abuses the among students is the regulation
priviledge (signing out), then on shirts that promote secular
that priviledge will be taken bands. This decision was made in
away.”
part by the Dean of Students and
Some students were the Resident Assistants. Al
quite surprised at the beginning though country music shirts
of the year when they were told have been allowed, shirts pro
to remove the cement blocks moting rock or rap music is
from under their beds. Webb • prohibited. (For further details,
spoke with the Director of the read the follow up article “God
Physical Plant, Jim Trip in Gave Rock ‘n ’ Roll To You, but
regard to the issue of safety. Trip N ot the Shirt Too.”)
informed Webb th a t, "... any
With these changes that
thing above one block high have taken place, this calls for
posed the potential as a safety quite an adjustment on part of
issue.” A few days later, Student the students. Some of these
Development posted a statement modifications have been gra
saying that students could have ciously accepted while others
one eight inch block under their have not exactly been welcomed
beds.
with open arms. Regardless,
A final change that these changes have shown how
brought about several questions ^ flexible Olivet students can be.
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Students Travel ‘Down Under' to Share
Gospel
Michelle Stroud
Features Writer
Over the years, many
students on campus have been
involved in Youth In Mission.
Youth In Mission is a Nazarcne
program based in Kansas City
and is a branch of NYI. Every
year, representatives speak in
chapel to encourage and inform
interested volunteers. If students
feel the calling, they apply, are
interviewed, and then go to a IQ
day training camp if accepted.
Teams of 4-6 are then sent on
location.
Kirsten Polmounter is
an Olivet senior who was
privileged to participate. She
went to Sydney, Australia and
along the coast of Melbourne.
She was there for 2 months and
was able to minister to many
different cultures.
Julie Keefer is another
Olivet senior who was able to
participate. She went to the Fiji
Islands, which are about 2,000
miles off northeast Australia.
Both teams used various
ministries such as puppets,
drama, balloon art, music, and
mime. Kirsten’s team worked

all ages in ways that others
cannot. I would definitely go
again!”
Julie’s team visited blind,
deaf, Indian schools, public
schools, and welfare, or “Hart,”
villages. The youth team also
was able to participate in a
Christian radio show for prison
ers and be guests on a television
program called “Fiji Dateline.”
One youth group they
worked with grew from 6 to 29
and were able to build a church
and home for a Nazarene pastor.

While Julie did have a
wonderful time, the most memo
rable thing, she said, will be, “the
way God swept pver the island
and taught me so much about
His love and compassion. The
whole summer was a God-thing.
I encourage everyone to get
involved in this life-changihg
event.”
Watch for Youth In
Mission to visit our campus so
you can volunteer for a similar
wonderful experience.

Julie participates in local customs
on establishing churches, nurs
ing homes, public schools, and a
children’s hospital. She also
spent 2 weeks at a church plant
in Central Australia where there

was no building, only
family, and two ladies leading the
church. Kirsten’s final words on
the experience wcre,”It is a gift to
be young. The young can reach

Kirstyn and friends enjoy the glorious outback

Cod Gave Rock'n'Roll To You, But Not the
Shirts Too
Jaclyn Couch
Features Editor

“Boo!” “Hiss!” “What
in the world?” “$#@*!” “Not
another rule!” These were just a
few reactions that were heard
throughout the campus as people
were arriving. This reaction was
in response to the policy against
shirts promoting secular bands.
Some students feel that
this is a step backward in making
Olivet more like a ‘normal’
school. Others feel that this is
merely another form of censor
ship handed down from Student
Development. Dean Woody
Webb of Student Development
provides answers to this seem
ingly controversial issue.
According to Dean

Webb, the Resident Assistants
addressed the concern of whether
shirts promoting secular bands
should be permitted. After
several days of discussion with
Student Development staff and
the Resident Assistants, Webb
said, “It just became very clear, it
was not appropriate to promote,
perhaps, the lifestyles portrayed
by many of the secular rock and
rap groups.”
One of the most com
mon questions in regard to this
issue is why country music is
allowed, while rock and rap are
prohibited. Dean Webb does
recognize there arc some coun
try artists that could be found
offensive as well.

His response was, “Do
we take the next step and say ‘No
secular band of any kind?’ I feel
that’s taking it (the new policy) a
bit too far to do that. It’s a bit too
limiting.”
Student Development
plans to handle questionable
country artists on an individual
basis. “I don’t want to get in a war
of rock and country... I think
that many, certainly not all,
secular rock and rap music is not
pleasing to God, it .is not
uplifting, it doesn’t promote the
kind of lifestyles that we hold
important as a church...I realize
there is also country music that
crosses that line of appropriate
ness... that doesn’t seem to be the
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issue. The issue seems to be
secular rock and rap groups.”
Although it is under
stood by Student Development
that not all rock and rap music is
bad, it is also recognized that
some secular music could have
positive spiritual themes. Dean
Webb used Amy Grant as an
example of that. “It’s difficult for
us to know where to draw all of
the lines... so what we do is we
try to create a spirit of what we
want to do which helps us to
understand the spirit of what
we’re attempting to do,” says
Webb.
Of course, all shirts that
display Christian. bands arc
allowed, but even some Chris

tian artists’ lifcstlycs could be
called into question. For ex
ample, Jars of Clay has played at
several Miller-sponsored events,
even in bars. In response to this,
Dean Webb said, “Jars of Clay is
primarily a Christian group, and
their purposes are Christian.
Their works are uplifting. That’s
the difference.”
This policy has obvi
ously struck a chord among the
student body and Student Devel
opment. Of course, with every
new regulation, their must be
room for adjustment, and Dean
Webb is willing to refine this
policy if there is a resonable way
of doing so, while maintaining
‘the spirit.’

What’s ASC Doing For You?
Up Close and Personal With the Governing Student Body
Jaclyii Couch
Features Editor
Many students are not
familiar with anything that ASC
does. Abolishing these igno
rances is just what this column
plans to accomplish. If you want
to know what ASC does or what
the heck it’s even about, check
out this column.
Olivet has ASC solely
to meet the students’ needs.
Whether it be providing activi
ties, appealing campus policies,
providing quality student jour
nalism (i.e. GlimmerGlass), or
anything else you can add to the
job description, ASC’s got it
covered.
During the 1997 Spring
semester, the student body
elected the various ASC officers
along with the Glimmer Glass
and Aurora editors being ap
pointed by a specific committee.
For those of you who are new
students, or for the rest of us who
have slept since then, allow me to
quickly refresh your memory.
.If you have spotted a
guy on campus with hair

resembling Bozo the Clown,
that would be our beloved
Associated Student Council Presi
dent, Brandon Williams. Also
sporting an impressive head of
locks is the President of Women’s
Resident Association, Shannah
French. The Men’s Residents
Association President, Matt
Mund, could be identified as
‘that guy that has little bladder
control.’ The man who lovc.s
every person on this campus is
Brent Tollman, Vice President of
Spiritual Life. Craig Dockery is
the VP of blah; which is
somewhat similar to a Secretary.
(Check out the cute keyboard
guy in chapel.) The Vice Presi
dent of Finance, Nicole Wilson,
tackles the money issues of ASC.
A social butterfly flitting through
out the campus is Meredith
Dcnsford, Editor of the Aurora. \
O ur cheerful Vice President of
Social Affairs is Angel Thaucr.
And last, but the best, Gabricllc
Garrett’s journalism expertise is
viewed by everyone who reads
this literature because she’s the
Editor and captain of this ship.

(Apologies for the last display of
bias. She’s my boss.)
As the rest of us were
working or wasting away the
summer, ASC was already at
work with Dean Webb and the
Resident Directors on a pro
posal. The major proposal that
was passed was in regard to more
frequent open houses. (Check
your monthly school calendar
for further details.)
Although the council
has already made several accom
plishments, their work is just
beginning. ASC sponsored the
well-attended Caedmon’s Call
concert and are currently plan-
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ning their annual retreat, which
is where the events and issues of
the year start to fall into place.
They arc also busy this week
with the Freshmen elections and
getting the new officers ac
quainted with ASC.
ASC meets every other
Wednesday, and these meetings
are open to anyone who wishes
to attend. If a student has an issue
that he or she thinks should be
addressed at an ASC meeting, or
if someone is just curious as to
what happens at these assem
blies, all arc encouraged to
attend. Who knows? You may
want to get involved.

CHICAGO'DOUGH COMPANY

SURVEY SAYS:
Jadyn Couch
Features Editor
This is a hew addition to
the Features section of the Glimmer
Glass. Each issue, this column will
present a question that may have
much or very little importance to
life at Olivet. At random, students
are chosen to give a response to the
question at hand. Most of this issue’s
victims were found in the Red
Room.
What is the difference
between dancing and choreogra
phy? Your fellow students said...

you are portraying someone else’:
emotions.”
Joshua Cobb
Freshman
- “Although dancing and choreogra
phy are the same thing, dancing a
Olivet will send you to hell; whih
choreography is allowed.”
Wes New
Sophomore
- “Dance is expressional. Choreogra
phy is someone else’s emotions.”
Amanda Pickett
Senior

- “Even though they are very similar
You can map out choreography, choreography is only frowned upon
but to dance is a gift from God. Too but dancing is
downrigh
bad no one makes music to dance to sinful.”
anymore.”
Brent Smith
Jeff Snowbarger
Sophomore
• Junior
That’s it. The voice of th<
'Dancing is like an art in w'hich students. It might not be much, bu
someone expresses themselves and enjoyIt nevertheless. Watch for nex
involves much emotion; whereas issues “Survey Says.” The Olive
choreography is when people have community might want to know
taught you moves. In choreography, what you have to say next.
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Associated
Student Council
President
Brandon Williams

Can You Feel the
Love?
I was maybe four o
ivc, and my family was shoppin
it Jcwcl-Osco. While mom gath-j
:rcd rations for the upcoming
veek, I crouched on the bottom!
ofthe cart (you know, where you
tlways put the 24 packs o
ooky), along for the ride. Life
vas good.
We reached the check
out counter, and I left my posi
o investigate the rows and rows
of quarter machines offering
;ummi bears, stickers, gumballs
awbreakers, and those rings that
nakc your finger turn green
There were sour gumballs, ancf
, ewel was the only place that car
led them. I decided I needed one
. knew I could nag Mom intc
ouying one for me if I was per¡stent and if Dad wasn’t any|
vhcrc near. Time was of the esj
encc, so I quickly started nagging!
ny mom. for one of those prej
:ious sour gumballs.
A bout the time I rej
orted to persuasion througre
cars, Dad joined Mom in linq
rom wherever dads go in the grol
:cry store. He was already in a!
oad mood, probably because hcl
ad to go shopping, and m)|
'impering wasn’t making hii~*
ly happier. As he gave me th
ather-to-Son-Death Stare, Da
•poke the immortal words: “I
ou don’t stop crying, I’ll give
you something to cry about.”
As your read this article
ou might be wondering w hat'
:hink I’m doing. Don’t worry
here is a point (I think). You see
he administration and students
tave at least one thing in com
non: we both would like to sec
his school be the best it can be
To do this, we have to work to
,ether. There’s a fine line beween whining children and con
:erncd students. Constructive
:ommunication between stu
lents, faculty, and administration
s the key to getting the soui
;umballs we all so badly desire
Tugs and Kisses.
Brandon
_____
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180

Urban Children’s Ministries

Mark Hendrickson

Jaime Michael

“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has
come,” states II Corithians 5:17.
Along with Prayer Band, 180 is one of the two student -led services at
Olivet. 180 is a bi-weekly praise and worship meeting that celebrates the total and
complete change that occurs when Christ enters our lives-a one hundred eighty degree
turn. Exact times and dates will be announced in the following weeks.
180 will explore the reality of the Christian life through live, contcmpory
music, testimony times, devotionals, and small group times. Come join us in the
relaxed, causal setting of the Warming House for 180. Behold the new has cornel

Urban Children’s Ministries’ purpose is to provide a support system to
inner city children in Kankakee.
Past activities of this group include after school programs at the Salvation
Army and the Kankakee Resouce Center. Programs include helping children with
their homework and playing games.
Another branch of UCM is a Saturday “Sunday School” for children
attending Inglcsidc Church of the Nazarcnc.
One idea that leader Michael wants to build on for the next year is a type
of “Big Brother/ Big Sister program involving O N U students and area youth.

com passionate Ministries
Amber Vaudt

Disciplers
Chris Gerber

O ur

l/Y jo tlu c itlo n

Does spring break in San Francisco sound like the perfect getaway
adventure? You could see the sights, take in the city and come home with a beautiful
California tan, that is unless you arc going with Compassionate Ministries.
A missions trip to the poverty stricken of San Francisco is only one of the
outreach ministries that leader Amber Vaudt has planned forthc 1997-98 school year.
In fact in the not to distant future, students can help the area poor through an event
sponsored on Olivet's own campus, the CROP walk.
Compassionate Ministries goal is to reach thoseoutside the walls of Olivet.
“I want the Olivet community to open its eyes and see the pain around
them and do something about it.” Vaudt said.
Vaudt has traveled to San Francisco and would recommend the trip to
anyone with a heart to reach those suffering from AIDS and poverty.
- “San Francisco really helped me to become aware of all the people that
need our help, it gave a renewed direction in life,” added Vaudt.

Fresh spirit
Barb Brenner
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Fresh Spirit is a ministry that shares directly with students through
testimonies and teaching of God's word. It’s purpose is to edification, encouragement,
and to give God glory for the work He is doing through and in Olivet students.
The letter is distributed after chapel each m o n th .

Holy Hands o f Praise
Kristen Lepp
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H oly Hands of Praise is O NU 's puppet outreach team. Puppeteers wish to
present the gospel in exciting and understandable ways to children, and hope to
provide some relief to children's workers in church’s around the region.
H.H.O.P. uses skits, songs and games to interact with children while they
learn Biblical concepts and values. H.H.O.P. is not only an opportunity for children’s
ministry, it is a great way to broaden your horizons with other Olivet students.

Mission Possible
Tracy Moore

Illation

Whenever someone thinks of a prison, going there is usually not seen in a
positive light, but members of Mission Possible, arc working to break down the
concept that inmates arc somchow'bclow God’s reach. Prison ministry is the main
concentration of MP, but they also visit a Boy's Home as well.
MI remember going to the Kankakee County jail last year, “ commented
newly appointed leader Tracy Moore, "and thinking that I had only contributed a
small portion to one girl's hope."
To get a chance to associate with men and women in this situation is an
opportunity that most college students never receive.
Going to the Boy's Home is a real eye opening experience as well. Many
of the youth there have seen and heard more violence and hardship than any Olivet
student can imagine, yet their ages range only from eight to fifteen years old.
Talent shows, music, and a devotional
are used to try to help these kids understand that someone cares about what happens
to them in this world.
"Evangels is a great way to help understand what the outcasts of our society
arc going through," said past participator, Sara Uchcrck.

Disciplers is a dedicated group of faithful O N U students committed to the
discipling of children living in the Hopkins Park, Pembroke area. In coordination
with the missionaries of Bible Witness Camp and O N U ’s Spiritual Life, students who
commit to working as a Discipler can expect to be involved in the lives of children
living in one of America’s poorest communities located just forty minutes from
O N U ’s campus.
The students who sign -up for a one year commitment to disciplers will be
challenged in their commitment, will fall in love with the children, and will sense a
completely different aspect of God from their everyday experience. Come see the
Father spin His spirit of love and joy in the poverty stricken sand hills of Hopkins
Park. This decision will require one night a week: Monday for boys in kindergarten
through eighth grade, Wednesday for girls.in kindergarten through eighth grade, and
Thursday is senior night.
Disciplers provides a variety of opportunities for all who are interested in
working with children and teens and could be the fulfillment of the Lord’s will in your
life.

Omega Drama
Christy Doenges
II Timothy says,"And the things that you have heard from me among
many witnesses, commit these to faithful men who will be able ro teach others also.”
Omega Drama Ministries is an exciting group of students that portray the love of
Christ through drama.
Omega takesthew ordof God and brings it to life in a visual way that helps
people understand who god is and that He loves us unconditionally no matter what we
have done in the past.
Weekends are spent traveling to different churches across the region,
spending time with children, youth groups, and adults and spreading God’s love
through games, devotions, and drama.
The group’s personal time on campus in retreats and practices are great
times of learning more about God, each other and helping others in their walk with
Christ by sharing and praising as they work together to further the kingdom of God.

Save Our Streets
Christine Caidweil and Angela Harris
The Focus of Save O ur Streets (SOS) is to display Christ’s love by meeting
the physical needs of the hurting, in urban areas, such as Kankakee and Chicago where
a greater number of homeless exist.
“Last year God opened the doors for us to minister once a month at the
Olive Branch rescue mission in Chicago,” commented Angela Harris ,’97-98 SOS coleader.
As a part of the ministry, SOS brought 60 bags of food to the homeless men
who stay at Olive Branch.
“We also gave devotionals, sang, and started the process of developing
friendships in order to share O ur faith,” Harris added.
Olive Branch work is one of the projects continuing for this year, while
SOS will be adding a similar project in Kankakee and participating in a blanket run in
Chicago.
“God has blessed the ministry of SOS and we are excited to see what he has
in store.”

SPIRITUAL LIFE MINISTRIES 1997-1998
Prayer w arriors
Doug Harburger and Jessica Sherwood

Club Beyond

“Jesus, are you there? It’s me again. I know that you arc supposed to be my
Kim Sherrill
friend, but I barely know you. I don't know what makes you happy or sad or even
angry. Do you ever laugh at me? Do you ever think I’m silly or dumb? I know that
you’re supposed to love me, but I’ve never seen you smile, and I don’t always know
Club Beyond is a ministry to students at Peolonc High School. For those who have
what you want from me o r how I should even talk to you.
participated in Youth For Christ, this is a very similar program.
You said that the church was your bride. You said that I was your
The goal that Club Beyond is striving for is .to build strong .healthy relationships
‘beloved.’ Jesus I don’t even know what that is supposed to mean. Do you love me
with students which will reflect the transforming love of Christ,” said one
like a friend, a brother, o r a father or what? How I am supposed to worship and honor
coordinator Kim Sherrill.
you as my God and I don’t even know you? Who arc you Jesus?”
I hrough the use of skits, games and small group discussion, this group
Sometimes God seems so far away. He is faceless lord that tells "good”
works to create an atmosphere of excitement and unconditional love. O ur sole
Christians to go to church and talk about salvation whenever there are non-Christians
purpose is to introduce students to who Jesus is and the joys of serving him. We also
nearby.
desire to encourage Christian students struggling in their faith to stand for what they
But there must be more to Christianity than just going to church and being
believe is right and to be a positive influence on those around them.
good. The Lord isn’t just a God of absolute morals and devotion times. He constantly
“We are looking for more student-leaders who really have a desire to work
talks about love and a relationship with his people, but too often that relationship
with youth.”
seems unreal, so intangible.
Prayer Warriots is a group of students who meet in Kelly Prayer Chapel on
Tuesday nights at 7:00.
“We pray for one another, tell each other what God has been teaching us,
and share our concerns,” commented co-leader Jessica Sherwood.
God gave his word that we would find him when we searched for him with
LEADER??
all of our heart, and that is Prayer Warriors desire, to be a place of inter-discovery.

Unspeakable Love

FCA
Brad Lacey
Fellowship of Christian- Athletes is an outreach to athletic minded
individuals of all types. So do not get the idea that this is an exclusive club for varsity
players only.
“All you have to do is take a quick glance at the president to dispel that
idea,” said leader Brad Lacey.
Lacey’s name does not appear on any varsity roster, he is just a guy with a
love of sports. If you have this same burning passion for the athletic arena, and would
like to meet with other great people and share your faith in Christ and your love of
sweaty courts and fields, the FCA is shouting your name.
, Some events planned for the upcoming year will be discussed at the first
meeting 9:30 Friday in the Aerobics room. Come, bring your warm ups and be
prepared for a year of faithful, crazy athletes.

Actions often speak louder than words... the ministry of Unspeakable Love
puts this saying into practice through the art of body language rather than the spoken
word.
Former team member Megan DcRossi says of the group,"Unspeakable
Love is an evangelistic mime team with a unique way of incorporating mime and
contemporary Christian music."
Unspeakable Love has challenged and encouraged people throughout the
Olivet region.
“God has used this team of college students to ‘speak’ tioyoung and old,
Christian and not,” DcRossi added.
As a traveling ministry, Unspeakable Love spends many weekends on the
road going to churches and other outreach events. T earn members, have found miming
a ministry where even those who arc shy in front of audiences or cannot sing or speak
as other ministries require, a wonderful opportunity to reach the communities around
them.

Chad Maxson
In Matthew 25, Jesus tells a parable where he speaks ofseparating the sheep
from the' goats. The sheep are the righteous who do not hesitate to reach out to the
needy by visiting, feeding or clothing them.
Christ stated when the destitute andloncly of our society were being loved
and cared for, those who performed these acts were his “brothers.”
Shepherd’s Flock was formed to reach out those who our culture
considers to be among the “least of these,” people who arc born with a developmental
disability.
They arc placed in special homes o r are cared for by their parents for the
rest of their lives. Often times though, they are live their lives unnoticed by the rest
of us. There is one who does not forget.
It is because the are brothers and sisters of Jesus that Shepherd’s Flock was
created.

Evangels

f

Ericka Gibson
1 he elderly are probably one of the most over looked of groups by most
communities, especially by the college aged. Three area nursing homes have given us
the opportunity to serve our elderly in a variety of ways,
“some of our visits have included craft making, Bible studies, games and
reading,” said Ericka Gibson. “But just visiting with the residents is one of the most
enjoyable experiences for both us and them.”

One of the continuingprograms for this yearare the‘adopt-a-grandparent,
a perfect way for students to be able to share with a nursing home resident in a more
personal way.
“We are looking forward to an exciting year!” Gibson concluded,"no
special talents arc needed, except an open heart for sharing.”
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Mission Club
Todd Canen

Shepherd’s Flock
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If mission Sunday in Sunday school always made you feel giddy, then perhaps mission
club is the spiritual group with which you will want to participate.
“As the Mission Club, we encourage Olivet students who feel a concern for
a hurting world and we express our ideas and anxieties with one another, then spend
time praying for each other’s requests.”
Mission Club also gets involved by sending cards, letters, and prayers to
field placed missionaries. They try to broaden their horizons as well through special
speakers, films, and retreats.
“If missions is what you want for'your life, or what you seek to support, look into
missions club, and do not let your interest die out.

Prayer Band
Chad Tingley
Prayer Band is by definition a weekly student-led praise service where
students can testify, share devotional thoughts, sing, and pray together.
As the Prayer Band coordinating committee met, we agreed to update the
ministry by placing our focus on finding Jesus where we the students arc and
emphasize the holy Christian life. In this process, we wish to create a more
personalized worship atmosphere. In this effort, cr arc in the process of changing the
style of the service to include a worship team lead by Randy Kinder.
Also devotional thoughts, which will be lead by a variety of students, will
be more focused for the search for Christ-like attitudes in our every day lives.
As coordinator of Prayer band, Tingley commented”! promise that the
focus of the services will always be on the student. Prayer band was made by the
students for the students.”
Services will be Monday nights at 9:30 pm in Kelly Prayer Chapel and will
feature students musical and speaking talents.
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Heather Kinzinger
Sports Writer
They asked for it.
The 1996 season is now
an excuse for Tiger football fans
to gloat... and insist on success.
Olivet’s 6-4 campaign during the
first year of Coach Mike
Conway’s regime was the school’s
first winning season in five years.
The question now is whether
key losses from last year’s squad
will prevent Olivet from con
tinuing what they started last
season.
For Conway and the
rest of the team, nothing less
than winning is acceptable.
“O ur goal is to win each
game, one week at a time, ^pd
we’re not going into any game
thinking we can’t win,” Conway
said. “We’re not going into any
game with our goal just to be
competitive. That won’t happen
here anymore.... We’re playing
to win, and we’re going to
believe that we can.”

O livet’s defense lines up during last Saturday’s scrimmage. (Marion
And the Tiger offense pound lineman Chris Hill.
will provide more than enough Conway holds this group in high
reason for success. A solid line esteem.
“We’ve got a great
corps • returns 6-3, 273-pound
offensive
line, maybe one of the
guard Steve Boeltc, 6-4, 312better
offensive
lines in small
pound tackle Archie Wickham
college
football,
we
feel,” he said.
and 1996 Purdue transfers John
Hoogendoorn, who has
Hoogcndoom and 6-5, 310-

Harrison photo)
caught the eye of NFL scouts,
says the 1996 and 1997 teams
can’t really be compared.
“It’s kind of hard to get
that close-knit thing we had last
year,” said the 6-6, 309-pound
tackle.
“But the more we
practice, the more we come

together. Last year was a special
team. This year’s team is going
to be unique too.”
The offense will once
again feature quarterback Brad
Odgcrs, who threw for 1,822,
yards with just over a 60 percent
completion rate, while racking
up 15 touchdowns and 14
interceptions. Senior Mark Lee
will back up Odgcrs.
Along with senior tight
end Dan Adams, leading receiver
Jeff Knight returns to the Tigers.
Knight posted 577 yards, caught
57 balls and scored six touch
downs last season. Tight end
Chad Eckhart, a 6-5, 230 pound
senior, will also be a target for
Odgcrs. And Ardcl Buchanon, a
redshirt last season, will offer
Olivet some speed.
Coach Brent Salem and
the offensive staff have added
some different schemes to the
mix this season. Fans can expect
Continued on page 14

Playing the waiting game
Coach Howard's pro career on hold
Heather Kinzinger
Sports Writer
If it wasn’t for Olivet,
Darnell Howard may have been
in the NFL by now. But 110
tackles and 18 sacks later,
Howard is right back where he
started.
And that’s just fine with
him... at least for a while.
“You’d be surprised how
many times I get asked, ‘Why did
you leave Purdue?’ and they’ll
look at me like I’m half stupid,”
Howard said. “You have to have
an awfully small mind just to
think in that sense that ‘You
were stupid to leave Purdue.’ I
would have been stupid to stay.”
The 6-4, 242-pound defensive
specialist was one of three
players to transfer from Purdue
last year when Mike Conway left

his post as the Boilermakers’
defensive ends coach.
After a stellar season with the
Tigers, Howard now finds
himself on the sidelines- as a
coach. For the first time in 10
years, the Cincinnati native isn’t
on the field. Because when
Howard transfered to an NALA
Division II school, the exposure
that the Big Ten afforded him
wasn’t there anymore. . And
NFL scouts lost track.
“Somebody told me that the
[NFL’s J ackson villc] J aguars said
that it’s kind of sad that I fell
through the cracks of the
system,” Howard said. “I’m
almost certain that I would have
gotten more exposure as far as
football [at Purdue], but what
I’m getting in my life here, I
couldn’t get anywhere else....”

What Howard has found
at Olivet, among other things, is
a father figure in coach Conway.
“He reminds me so much of
my father,” Howard said. “They
both arc not people that stand
over me and say, ‘You’ve got to
do this, this, and this.’ It’s like
they put you in the situation and
you know what you need to do,
because if you don’t, it’s going to
tell when you get on the field; it’s
going to tell when it’s time for
you to get tested. He’s taken care
of me, shown me the ropes.”
A physical education
major who has interest in
graduate school, Howard also
has discovered that football isn’t
everything. His focus, he says, is
no longer on himself. And that’s
Continued on page 14

For
tim e in 10 years, Darnell Howard finds him self on the
sidelines. (Marion Harrison photo)

Tiger soccer o ff to perfect start
Team looking to erase last season's 5-13 mark
even had a point on the board.
But with Tony- Cutronc and
Nick Good both scoring two
goals each, the Tigers clenched
the game in the end.
•The second victory came
with a 2-1 overtime win against
Northland Baptist on September
5. Rick Shanks assisted by Dan
Wood put the-Tigers ahead with
a first-half goal. Northland tied
the game 1-1 near of the end of
regulation play.
In sudden-death over
time, Nick Good, assisted by
Ryan Wellman, scored the
winning goal.
On Saturday, the Tigers
won the Northland Baptist
Tournament in a 1-0 shutout
over Moody Bible College.
Goalkeeper Matt Kreitzcr had an
The Tigers' Tony Cutronf controls the ball against KEndall Collège on September 3. (Tim Welch photo)
outstanding 12 saves in goal,
Brian Rexroth
last year’s disappointing season. team overcame Kendall College while.,the deciding point was
Sports Writer
The home opener on 5-2. Dan Wood started off the scored by Nick Good.
In their first three September 3, proved to be a
scoring with an unassisted goal
Coupling the strong
games, the Tiger soccer team (3- strong beginning point for the
early in the play. It was three leadership of team captainsChris
0) has shown that it can kick out Tiger season. The men’s soccer
Tiger goals later before Kendall Rickelman and Steve Keagan,

and the returning talent of last
year’s young team, this year’s
men’s soccer team seems to have
great promise.
Last year the squad
ended with a disappointing 5-13
record. However, eleven of
those losses were only by onp
goal. This year’s added backficld
experience will help the Tigers to
fare well.
“Along with the new
freshmen talent,"Rickelman
added,”we played really well
together and I am very optimistic
about the rest of the season.”
“A positive attitude is
one aspect of awinningteam that
was lacking last year...this year
we have a bunch of guys with
great attitudes,” added sopho
more Chris Manes.
Coach Larry Cary
added,” The general team spirit
and attitude is much improved
form that of last year..”
The team’s next game is
today against Taylor University.

Lady Tigers work out wrinkles
Gabrielle
Executive Editor
The Lady Tigers jumped
into their second season with a
scrimage against Prärie State
College last Tuesday. The scrimage was an
opportunity for the team to
improve on their abilites before
the season got off to a speedy
start. The Tigers trounced Praire
State 6-1, taking full advantage of
their scoring opportunities.
Erin Leatherman had
four goals while Cindy Jones and
Stephanie Decker each added one
of their own.
“We went in strong and
stayed strong,” commented jun
ior fullback Sara Uchcrck.
The team won the ball
the greater percentage of the
game and compenstated for their
weakness in team mauvering.
- “We have to work on
starting what we finish and

^

getting the ball in the net,” said
co-captian Cindy Jones.
The Lady Tigers now
stand at 0-1 after yesterday’s
season opener.
The team had their first
offical season game going against
the College of St. Francis. They
dominated the game but could
not overcome their difficulties to
finish the task. Their only goal
occurred when they managed to
utilize an error of opposing
team.
But the team is working
to improve on the cooperation
skills.
“The returning players
were really pleased with the
overall improvement of the team
and look forward to upcoming
games,” remarked co- captian
Cindy Jones.
The next women’s socccr game is scheduled for this
Thursday at home against

3°
&

Stephanie Deckerfights o ff a defender. (Marion Harrison photo)
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Year to develop young squad
Men's cross country without top runner
Eric Olson
Sports E ditor
Senior runner Bryce
Baker, a product of Bradley
Bourbonnais, will rcdshirt this
year along with two others.
They are sophomore Nate Kerr
and Freshman Brian Bough.
Baker is the number one runner
for the men this year and it will
hurt not to have him. “Person
ally it is better for Bryce not to
run this semester,” said head
coach Ray Kuhles of the home
town favorite. This gap leaves it
wide open for others to step up
and fill.
Looking to do so are
seniors Raymond Fefee and
Keith Smith, and junior Jason
McHenry.
Being the only
upperclassmen puts a burden on
their shoulders, but they arc
willing to accept the challenge
and become leaders.
Coach Kuhles has two
main goals for this years team.

Number ohe is that they qualify
for the National Champion' ships. His teams have for the
past five years and seven out of
the last, eight. He feels that this
group is very capable of making
it six straight years. All they
have, to do is win their
conference and they will receive
an automatic bid. Kuhles likes
their chances of doing that. The
second goal deals with the young
runners Kuhles has. He stated,’!
want to take this year and
develop young kids for the
opportunity to do something
special later.”
In his ten years at
Olivet, coach Kuhles can’t
remember the last time he had
this many freshman. There is a
total of seven on the squad,
which makes for some interest
ing times for the coach. Said
Kuhles,"Sometimes their goofy,
but also they bring some
enthusiasm-you never know

what’s going to happen.”
The youngsters will
quickly learn what college cross
country is about, when they
travel to Peoria on Friday the
12th for the Bradley Open. They
will mostly be competing against
NCAA Division I schools.
Kuhles looks at this weekend as
they’re “wake-up call”.
Leading the way for the
freshman class arc Chris Wolf of
Pekin, IL and Nathan Schmidt of
Eureka, IL. Coach Kuhles is
confident with this class because
he feels that they can develop
into good runners come time and
experience.
Right now there arc
some unanswered questions for
the men’s team due to the
redshirting of Baker, Bough, andKerr, and the number of young
runners. As coach Kuhles put
it,”It’s going to be a unique year
because we have the guns in the
arsenal, but can’t take them out.”

‘The Big Three' lead the way
Women's cross country begins with high expectations
EricOlson
Sports E ditor
. They’re names are Sh
annon Bult, Jayme Bulthaus, and
Treasure Shultz. Cross country
coach Ray Kuhles calls them
“The Big Three” and has every
reason to do so. All are returning
All-Americans and expect to
achieve that status again this
year.
“They’ve been'around
this game a long time,” said
Kuhles. “They know what the
National Championships are all
about and want to end their
careers on a high note.” The
three seniors have experienced
pressure in the past and have
handled it just, fine. - Coach
Kuhles is confident in them
because of their experience and
ability.
Following “The Big
Three” are a young group -of
runners. Included in them are six
freshman, another senior, one
junior and a sophomore. Coach
Kuhles feels that they are a

talented group, but are young
and need experience.
Of the freshman, the
biggest standout has been Brit
tany Bcrgstrand. She is a former
high school All-Stater „ from
Pittsfield, EL. “She’s going to
very good and she knows that,” .
Kuhles said.
Another freshman, Sara
Stevenson, has been a pleasant
surprise for coach Kuhles.
“Stevenson and Amy Thompson
have to step up and close the
door for us,” said Kuhles.
The group is rounded
out by junior Joy Mercer and
senior Abigail Forgrave. To
gether these girls play a signifi
cant role for the team. FIowcvcr, it is a role that is not seen by
cvcryone-kind of played in the
background. Kuhles feels that
they are important to the
structure of things.
He
said,"Mercer and Forgrave are
very good sounding blocks to
‘The Big Three.’” It’s their
strong commitment to the team

and extra support of their
teammates that make them
special to the club. Kuhles looks
at them as the “balancing act” or
“glue” of the team, which is pften
overlooked but very important.
When it comes down to
it, both Coach Kuhles and the
team will not settle for anything
less than another trip to the
National Championships. After
finishing in the top 25 in the
nation the last four years and top
ten in the last two years, Olivet’s
women’s cross country expect to
be up there once again.
“If they’re healthy, they
will go to Nationals-not a
question mark,”- Kuhles said.
It seems as though all
the pieces arc here, they’re just
waiting to fall into place. “It’s
not a matter of going (to
Nationals),” Kuhles confidently
stated. “It’s how high are they
going to be.” This is a little
pressure put on by the coach, yet
it is nothing that “The Big Three”
can’t handle.
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Slow start for volleyball team
Janell Waid
Sports Writer

Conference setter last year and
Glcnna Doner, back up setter.
Redman
received the bulk of
_______ The women’s volleyball
team is working hard lor the up- playing time last year, but Will
coming season. The team is iams plans to give her some rest
young this year, but anxious. with Doner getting some action.
“They want to improve,” said The coach has confidence in both
Coach Brenda Williams. The re- scttcrs 30(1 M * that they arc imturning players trained well dur- Portant
the team. Williams
ing the off-season and are ready stated, “A team can only be as
good as their setters.”
to go.
O n September 5-6 the
The varsity roster goes
14 players deep, with the junior team was at the Madonna Invita
varsity squad being dropped this tional and lost four out of five.
year. Depth seems to be the The first team played was Michistrength for the team and Will- S*11 Dearborn and their scores
iams plans to utilize it.
were 9-15, 13-15, 15-8, and 5-15.
The leaders on the team Then they played St. Xavier, who
are Gina Lorenz, middle blocker *s
*n t^lc region, and had
and Natalie Gatlin, outside hit- scorcs of 5-15, 15-10, 7-15, 17ter. As the lone seniors on the 15, and 11-15. From there they
team, the two should, provide Played the host, Madonna, who
leadership throughout the season. ^
*** Region and came out
Coach Williams will be with scoresof 6*15»15T7 and 12benefitting from some exffa f®* T h eir last lost of the
height this year. Six-foot-two b^intationala was to Huntington
Julie Erffmeyer is the tallest of College with scores of 12-15,12hcr players, followed by Sara 15 and 13-15. Their only victory
Pohl, a 6-0 freshman.
camc at tilc hands of Trinity
This year they have two Christian with scorcs of 15-10,7setters, Kylie Redman, an All 1^> 15"4 and 15-9.

O n September 2 the
team played Dominican Univer
sity and won with scores of 9-15,
16-14, 5-10 and 15-3.
Their record now is 2-4
' to start the season.
O n December 3-6
Olivet will host the NALA Na
tional Tournament. This is a
major step for both the school
and the volleyball program, as
members of the media and pro
spective recruits will be on hand.
The top 20 NAIA teams in the
country and the Lady Tigers will
be participating
It was Olivet’s up-todate facilities that drew the atten
tion of tournam ent officials.
Coach Williams has experience in
running tournam ents of this
kind. The staff will have an op
portunity to bid again next year.
Coach Williams said that Olivet
will not keep the tournament for
more than two years at a time.
Coach Williams will need student
volunteers at the start of the tour
nament.
The team will travel to
Spring Arbor for a September 12'.3 tournament.
■ g B H

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your U ncle Sam. E very
fees. They e v e n p a y a flat rate
y e a r A rm y ROTC a w a r d s
fo r te x tb o o k s a n d s u p p lie s ,
sc h o la rsh ip s to h u n d re d s of
You c an also re c e iv e an allowt a l e n t e d j s t u d e n t s . If y o u
an c e o f u p to $1500 e a c h school
qualify*, th e se m e rit-b a se d |gAPERSHjg| ..year the scho larsh ip is in
sc h o larsh ip s c an h e lp you | y
effect. Find out to d ay if
p a y tuition a n d educational L J Q , 1
you qualify.

ARM Y ROTC
THE SM ARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Academic Affairs or call
9 2 8 -5 4 9 6

Gridiron Notes
I n ju r y S ta tu s:
*LB Mike Darlington is questionable for Saturday’s game due
to AC sprain *DL Greg Reid out with bursitis in his knee; ques
tionable status for Saturday *OL Scott U rban has cartilage dam
age to his knee, doubtful for Saturday; may return next week
*DE Aaron Lucas out for ankle surgery and rehab, possible re
turn third or fourth game *OL Gary Stephenson subluxed shoul
der injury; out for this week and possibly next.

Victory Bowl
O N U has the opportunity to play in a bowl game as apart of the
NCCAA (National Christian Collegiate Athletic Association).
On November 29, the two best NCCAA teams will be matched
against each other in a new bowl game to be played in Canton,
O hio- best known for the Pro Football Hall of Fame. Approxi
mately 30 teams will be in the running. The game will be held
over Thanksgiving weekend.
{Kankakee Daily Journal)

Tennis team's a smashing success
Janell Waid
Sports W riter
T his
years
women’s tennis team (5-1) is off
to a good start. Six games into
the season they feel good and are
looking forward to what the rest
of the season has to hold for
them.
T his years team has
numbers and decent returning
lettermen as their strengths.The
only weakness according to
Coach Obie Coomer is that they
have six; freshmen.
Team leaders of this
year’s squad include seniors Jaime
Schrock and Jenny Gingrich,
sophomore Julie Brookman, and
ju n io r Jennifer H am iltion.
Brookman is the teams number
one singles player.
On Monday the team
played Concordia College at
home and won 7-2. Brookman,
Schrock, G ingrich, Angela
Lorenz and Kelly Clcck were
among the singles w inners.
D oubles
w inners
were
Brookman-Schrock and.Holly
Munson-Lorenz.
O n September 6, the
team played the University of IIlinois-Springfield and won 6-3.
Singles winners were Brookman,

Gringrich, Munson and Cleek.
The winners for doubles were
Brookman-Schrock and Munson
and Lorenz.
On August 29 the team
faced the College of Lake County
and lost 4-5. The winners in the
singles com petition were
Brookman, Munson and Cleek.
The double winner was MunsonLorenz.
The team had a match
before school started and did
well, winning 7-2 over Lewis
University, which is a NCAA H
school. The winners in singles
were B rookm an, Schrock,
Gingrich, Munson and Clcck. In
doubles, the w inners were
Brookman-Schrock andMunsonCassandra Bush.
Som ething new this
year that Coach Coomer is ex
cited about is Parents Day on
October 4th. Both the men and
women will be playing. This will
let the parents sec what the teams
arc looking like and give, the men
a chance to get some playing in.
There is about 20-21 players in
the men and women’s programs.
“[I] Hope that as young
as we are ... we will gain the ex
perience we need,” Coomer said.
Then next game for the
women is today at Dominican
University.

Hopes
Continued from page 10
o see a quick-passing game from
the Tigers, who had trouble at
times in the red zone last year.
The running game
should be a plus for the team. At
tailback, the Tigers appear set
with Hollist Brown, Olivet’s
leading rusher in 1996 with 569
yards and 109 attempts. Stamper,
as well as freshman Dedric
Anderson, who may play wide
receiver at times, will also play
the position. Anderson (sus
pended from Saturday’s game for
breaking a team rule) is part of a
group of talented freshman
tailbacks that includes standout
Ben Burke.
Josh Cimala, the team’s
second-leading rusher last year
with 435 yards and 93 carries,
returns at fullback this season.

Waiting
game
Continued from page 10
a big difference from the pressure
of NCAA Division I athletics,
Howard hinted.
“I was playing sports
forever, and it was always just
about me,” he said. “I don’t feel
all by myself anymore. I used to
feel just like I was all alone.... I
had to learn... that whether it’s a
brand new car, or going out and
playing in a super game on
Saturday or Sunday, that it’s all
temporal. You have do some
thing more with yourself than
that.”
It wasn’t until February
that NFL scouts found Howard
had resurfaced at Olivet. By
then, it was too late for the draft.
And now Howard is left to think
about what might have been.
“If they would have
been watching me last season, I
mean, it would have been like
night and day as to what would"
have happened,” Howard said.
But thanks to Conway,

Sophomore Billy Stamper will
see some time as will Ed Racl, a
sophomore linebacker who was
moved to fullback to give the
Tigers some depth.
But if there’s one area
that concerns Conway the most,
it’s the defense, where the team
lost six starters.
“O ur defense is a con
cern,"Conway said. “There’s no
question about it. I’d like to sec
us just be able to come together
and get a feel for what great
defense is all about.”
That’s not exactly a
ringing endorsement for the
defense, but who could blame
the coach when one of those key
losses is Darnell Howard, who'
posted 110 tackles and 18 sacks
for the team in 1996? Howard
now finds himself coaching the
much maligned group.
“I just really want to see
guys step it up,” Howard said.

“When you learn how to go hard
all the time... it’ll make up for a
lot of mental errors. And I really
do believe that we’ll get there,
because the guys are eager.”
The young line features
6-3, 302-pound Michigan State
transfer Greg Reid, Kevin
Hutchins, Scan Schrcfilcr, Dan
Fisher and Ben Simpkins. Out
side linebackers include Mike
Darlington and Brian Fletcher.
The . inside linebacking corps
looks to be the most solid group
on defense with the return of
Benjamin McLain, Bruce Mann
and transfer P.J. LaRose.
Despite the critics,
Simpkins said the defense has set
its sights high.
“We have a goal to be
the No. ■1 defense in the
conference,” Simpkins said. “We
just need to go out and do our
job.”
In the secondary, the

Tigers return senior Adam
McLain at strong safety. Damon
Cornelius, a former receiver, will
man the other safety spot.
Senior Jason Barren returns at
the corner along with transfer
Tony Brady.
A familiar face will be
missing on special teams, as the
Tigers lost kicker Joe Holland to.
graduation. Sophomore Chad
Martin will assume kicking
■duties.
The Tigers enter the
season with some question
marks, but there’s no question
ing their desire or their commit
ment to a successful program.
“We’re playing to win
here now,” Conway said. “We’re
not playing to be respectable or
anything else. We’re going into
every game to win.”
r
The
Tigers
host
McKendree on Saturday at Ward
Field.

Howard landed a position on the
Tiger coaching staff. Coaching
at the college level never entered
Howard’s mind until Conway
mentioned it to him and his
parents before last season.
Howard had always seen himself
returning to his high school as a
teacher or coach.
“When he brought it up
to me,” Howard said, “it was
like, ‘Whoa. These guys must
really see something special in
■me.’”
Howard has now imple
mented a season-long strength
and conditioning program, where
he works one-on-one with
players.
Yet, Howard’s tough
est challenge may be with a
young defensive line decimated
by the losses of last year’s senior
class and in search of another
Darnell Howard.
“Now that I’m on the
coaching side, I sec where I made
it a lot easier on a lot of guys,”
Howard said. “And I think now,
it’ll cause them to dig down in
their heart a little deeper when
things really get tough and cause
them to be a much tougher
unit.... Now, it’s going to fall on

their shoulders, where an indi
vidual has to sfep up.”
And the players are
responding. Defensive lineman
Ben Simpkins is just one of them.
“He’s been there, done
that,” Simpkins said. “He knows
what he’s talking about. And
he’s taught me to stay disci
plined, to stay focused.”
Howard is earning re
spect from Conway too.
“He’s developing into a
fine, young coach,” Conway
said. “He’s using that same
attitude that he had as a player
and passing that on to the guys
he’s coaching. Darnell had such
respect from our players last
year,...”
And Howard hasn’t
given up on an NFL bid. The
scouts have come calling again,
and by this time next season, the
former Tiger could be well on his
way to an NFL career.
What appeared to be a
herniated disc in his back has
been diagnosed as arthritis, and
the year of rest, Howard insists,
should be good for him. Just the
thought of playing again/, is
enough to energize him.
“[The other day], coach

came up to me, and he started
talking to me about how they
[NFL teams] were showing
interest,” Howard said. “And at
first it really didn’t hit me. Two
hours later, I could just feel my
blood pressure rising. I haven’t
been hyped like that over
football for a while now.”
But Howard isn’t rely
ing on an NFL career. His
ambitions rest with the 1997
Tigers. For now, the NFL will
have to wait.
“It could happen, but
it’s nothing to count on,” he said.
“It just came up out of the blue. I
want to stay focused on this
season.... what I’m doing here
will be something that’s going to
stick with me for the rest of my
life.”
It’s a long way from the
stadiums of NCAA Division I to
the fields of NAIA Division II.
But it was the right choice for.
Howard, who still has a ways to
B°“I’m at peace,” he said.
“But I’m not satisfied-nowhere
near satisfied-with myself. I
have a long way to go. It’s just
the beginning.”

Associated
Press Top-25
College Football
poll
1. Penn State Nitlany Lions (23)
0-0 1,616 .1
2. Florida Gators (14)
1-0 1,543 2
3. Tennessee Volunteers (7)
1-0 1,523 5
4. Washington Huskies (9)
0- 0 1,502 4 5. Florida
State Seminolcs (6)
0-0
I, 494 3
6. Nebraska Cornhuskcrs (4)
1- 0 1,434 6
7. North Carolina Tar Heels (4)
0-0
1,335 7
8. Colorado Buffaloes (3)
0- 0 1,323 8
9. Ohio State Buckeyes
1- 0 1,149 9
10. Louisiana State Tigers
0-0
1,098 10
II. Notre Dame Fighting Irish
0-0
1.051 11
12. Texas Longhorns
0- 0 999 12
13. Miami-Florida Hurricanes
1- 0 887 14
14. Michigan Wolverines
0- 0
820 15
15. Alabama Crimson Tide
1- 0 783 16
16. Auburn Tigers
0-0
619 17.
17. Stanford Cardinal
0-0
561 18
18. Clemson Tigers
0-0
417 20
19. Brigham Young Cougars.
0-0
411 19
20. Iowa Hawkeyes
0-0
374 21
21. Kansas State Wildcats
0- 0 245 22
tic Northwestern Wildcats
1- 0 245 24
23. Southern California Trojans
0- 0 216 23
24. Colorado State Rams 1- 0 197 NR
25. Michigan State Spartans
0-0
162 25
Others Receiving Votes:
Syracuse 146, Virginia Tech 141,
Arizona State 113, North
Carolina Slate 87, Texas A71,
Washington State 49, East
Carolina 27, Virginia 26, Arizona
21, Georgia 20, West Virginia -.
19, South Carolina 10, Southern
Mississippi 8, Rice 3, Utah 2,
Georgia Tech 1, San Diego State
1, Wisconsin 1.

For A Picture of the Princess...
I remember my parents
talking about knowing exactly
where and what they were doing
when John F. Kennedy was shot.
I remember them talking about
the emotions they experienced. I
always wondered what that felt
like. I know now.
I will never forget
when I was told that Princess
Diana had died in a car accident.
I will always remember what I
was doing, the messenger, and
how I felt. I wish I still had the
freedom of just wondering what
hearing news of that magnitude
felt like.
Princess Diana was at a
time in her life that she wanted
her and her family’s privacy
protected sacredly. What she
was trying desperately to escape
was what eventually killed her.
When the Queen made her first
public statement after the acci
dent happened, she commented
that “this was an accident waiting
to happen.” She could not have

been more right. She was talking
about the paparazzi that hounded
Diana mercilessly.
The photographers that
caused the fatal crash did not
even have the decency to help
after the accident; instead they
fought for position to get the
best, most valuable pictures of
the grisly scene. ^Within hours
the rest of the world was
mourning the Princess who
swept us all away while the
killers were busily trying to find
their market. Is there anythhig
. that is considered poor taste
anymore?
Sadly, the same preda
tor that killed her will probably
continue to exploit her long after
her death. Think about it -The
world waited anxiously.to sec
how Diana’s sons, Prince Will
iam and Prince Harry, would
react. We not only wanted
Prince Charles to feel bad - we
wanted to sec it.
We sat in front of the television

and looked at the mangled car,
listened to the reports of how fast
it was going and that the driver
may have been drunk. Then we
sat around and talked about it.
All of us basically know

cnarity
willard
Truth Hits
Everybody

the details of this tragedy, we
have heard it a hundred times.
What I think we need to look at is
what this says about society. It is
a sad testament to what we have
become, isn’t it? I read an article

in the Sun Times entitled “Blood
on Their Hands.” Would it have
been more appropriate to entitle
the article : “Blood on Our
Hands?”
The
reason
that'
paparazzi exists is because the
public demands it. By the end of
the week when you walk
through the check out line you
will notice that there are very
few leftover copies of The
Enquirer or The Globe. People
purchased copies of The Enquirer
with a photo of Princess Diana
on the cover in a “sex pot
scandal” and later the same week
wept over the Time that has the
same pose of Diana on the front
put there to honor her memory.
Shows like ]enny Jones,
Jerry Springer, and Ricki Lake
continue to be some of the most
popular daytime television
choices. Is it really fair to point
fingers at the people who would
not have an industry if we did
not beg for it? Maybe it is time

for us to re-evaluate what it is
that is entertaining to us and
make some changes.
We were discussing
Diana’s life in my Ethnic
Literature class and the professor
said, “Diana made mistakes and
she did so in front of the whole
world-that is why we loved her.”
Maybe the greatest legacy she
could leave would be one that
eliminates the support of stalk
ing photographers and tasteless
journalists who destroy people’s
lives. At her funeral Diana’s
brother said, “My own and only
explanation [for the way the
Paparazzi treated Diana] is that
genuine goodness is threatening
to those at the opposite end of
the moral spectrum.”
As the world tries to
pick up the pieces and slowly
recovers from the death of one of
the greatest humanitarians of our
times, the previous quote should
become a daily thought.

Letters to the Editor

It s not without
itnout a bittersweet prick of emotion that I walk
across the quad on these late
September evenings. I look over to
Williams and see the throng of
freshmen intermingling on the front
steps and I am reminded of my own
bright beginnings here three years
ago.'
Perhaps my emo
tion is due in part to a tough lesson
that my university years have taught
me: While many who enter our gates
‘ leave four or five years later with a
diploma and a smile, humming the
bars of the Alma Mater, too many of
those freshmen that I see will never
finish what they have begun here at
Olivet. Some will leave because of
financial problems, others for com
plex personal dilemmas, but the
masses will walk away, shaking the
dust off their feet, because the
simply find ONU policies to be
unbearable. Some staff members
will say to this phenomena “good
riddance.” For me, it’s just sad.
It is possible to come here
aand have your eyes opened to the
Gospel and begin to fathom what a
relationship with Jesus Christ is all
about. It happened to me. It was
here that I came face to face with the
radical message of Jesus: the message
of love, acceptance and humilty. But
just outside Ludwig last week, on my

enriching discussion on
way to an ennening
the love of God, a disturbing
encounter with legalism reminded
me why so many leave this campus,
forver cursing the god of “those
Nazarcnes.”
As a senior, perhaps if
nothing else I’ve earned the right to
apologize on behalf of my institu
tion.
For asking you to remove
an earring before we ask your name;
For teaching with our
mouths that God loves us as we arc,
meanwhile hiding behind our backs
long lists of rules that precede our
acceptability;
For sending so many of
you away thinking that the only
gospel was the story of God who
occasionally walks through the
Marriot of our lives, looking for hair
too long, skirts too sort, and
mainstream music t-sirts, smelling
our clothes for tobacco and testing
our breath for blood-alcohol-con
tent.;
For acting as though tak
ing a stand for any old policy at all
was equal to the integrity of our
God;
For vehemently enforcing
many rules, and loving our neighbor
less than ourselves;
For building a wal around

our campus ana
ancT 11inviting in only
those who seemed sufficiently holy;
I’m sorry.
I had thought to pass
quietly through my final months
here, making as few waves as
possible. But having received my
wake-up call in the quad last week, I jj
suddenly am dreadfully aware that |j
the message our policies are giving j.
about the gospel that I love is |!
entirely unaccceptablc. Who’e with i
me? It’s time that our handbook ?
began to sound like something that !J
could have been uttered by that !’
other Nazarenc; the one who said j’
the truth will make us free.
Peace.
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How Are You Reflected ?
It is another year. The
beginning that some of us dread
and others believe will never
arrive. For many Olivet students
the year has already been filled
with endless activities and assign
ments. So what is going to make
this school year any different
from the others we have all waded
through since the day we first
walked through our kindergarten
doors?
I will be honest from the
start. I am probably not going to
be able to answer that question. I
do not know what will make the
1997-98 school year a remarkable
time to be in college. However, I
have an intuitive feeling that I am
not alone in wondering what this
year will bring.
So far our time at O N U
has been marked with gmat
tragedy. We have seen the passing
of two of the world’s great
humanitarians: Princess Diana
and Mother Teresa. It is rather
despairing to have two such
remarkable people leave us when
there seems so much left to be
done. Possibly these untimely
deaths need to serve as a wake up
call for many, myself included, on
this campus.
Perhaps in mulling over
the questions that are raised when
mortality is brought to the
forefront has left me wondering
what we at Olivet are doing. My
answers saddened me profoundly.
For the answers to my questions
are not easy to confront.
We arc complaincrs.
Very brutal, I know.
But it is a discussion that I have
carried with several other stu
dents and professors since the
beginning of this year. We at
Olivet, and I am just as guilty as
the next person, have spent m uch'
of this year mired down in the
shallowness of our own reality.
Why is it when every day over
50,000 people die of starvation,
our biggest concern of the week is
what we are going to be able to
wear or how such and such
person’s behavior is not ideal to
our picture of the Christian walk.

importance to these issues, or
else I would not be an active
participant in the decision mak
ing process of this campus. If I
did not care, I would resign my
ASC post and spend my time
involved with activities that did

Now I am generalizing a
bit here and in no way believe
that every Olivet student fits into
the category which I have-spent
the last few paragraphs outlining.
But what about the rest of us?
Why do we continue to spend
our precious few hours on this

Gabrielle
Garrett

■

not require me to be beating my
head against a brick wall.
So what really is at the
root of our problem? We arc
provided with a ' plethora of_
chapel speakers that encourage
us to remember those down
trodden- around us and to leave
the mentality of our Christian
subculture. We have professors
who involve themselves with the
community and _try to be
examples of what Olivet should
be doing. Where is our message
being lost?
Maybe it can be chalked
up to the Postmodern Age we
live in, the undefinable excuse
that all Gen-Xers use when
nothing else seems to fit. O r
maybe we can blame the
institution with which we have
chosen to affiliate ourselves.
Both of these have a degree of
merit to them. The philosophies
that we have grown up with
shape our values and beliefs to a
great extent. Olivet is not
perfect either, and there are still
many issues through which it
has to grow and develop. But I
think that there is an even deeper
prpblem at hand.
We are lazy.
It is easier for us to
complain than to create change,
and so many people at Olivet get
caught up in the atmosphere that
Do not misunderstand this complaining breeds, which
me, I believe there is a level of is uninvolvemcnt.

“SO
Goes
Life..."
earth so stuck in the microcosmic
world in which we-live?
If the deaths of Princess
Diana and Mother Teresa teach
us anything, it is that life is short,
and irreplaceable and we never
know when our time will be
done. These women were not
without fault, but they spent
their days wisely, reaching out to
those around them and caring for

those who most of the world has
chosen to ignore.
Are we riot called to do
any less? . Olivet’s .mission
statement is “Education with a
Christian Purpose.” T am sadly
beginning to think that We have
lost both sides to the goal we arc
attempting to accomplish. So
many of us spend the bulk of
their time not in' pursuit of
academic excellence, nor in
Christian love and witness, but
rather in the classification of
how we each stack up to others,
and whether or not the rules
that define us arc broad enough
to cover each of our perspective’s
on how we want to live.
Is there a solution? Ido
not know. I have believed in my
last two years on this campus, a
strong part of the message
Olivet is trying to purvey to its
students is as Christians we need
to not complain, but to make a
significant difference in the
community in which we live.
Each of us is going to have a
varying role, but we all have the '
ability to do something. There
fore in my first column, I would
like to share what I see as my
role for the 1997-98 academic
year.
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As editor of the
GlimmcrGlass, I am inviting all
students to participate in our
newspaper. The GlimmerGlass
is to be a student newspaper: for
students, about students, written
by students. My goal is that each
student at Olivet, no matter
what age, creed, color, sex, or
belief, feels they are represented
by the newspaper, whether it be
a news story, a features profile, a
sports writeup, an art review, a
photograph,or the simplest way,
a letter to the editor. I want
Olivctians to sec themselves in
the GlimmerGlass. The whole
idea of the paper being named
“glimmerglass” is for it to be a
reflecting device of those who
hold it. Let the GlimmcrGlass
become that for you.
Then perhaps when we
do arrive at the end of this year,
the classes finished • and the
papers all turned in, we will be
able to look back and review
1997 and 1998 and see' that we
have plunged beyond our shal
low status and have used our
God-given days to leave our
impression behind.
What do you want your
impression to be?

Q

By D ave Barry

Like many members of the
uncultured, Cheez-It-consuming
public, I am not good at grasping
modern art. I’m the type of per
son who will stand in front of a
certified m odern masterpiece
painting that looks, to the layper
son, like a big black square, and
quietly think: “Maybe the actual
painting is on the other side.”
I especially have a problem
with modernistic sculptures, the
kind where you, the layperson,
cannot be sure whether you’re
looking at a work of art or a
crashed alien spacecraft. My defi
nition of a good sculpture is “a
sculpture th at looks at least
vaguely like something.” Km talking about a sculpture like
Michelangelo’s “David.” You
look at that, and there is no doubt
about what the artist’s message is.

^

It is: “Here’s a naked man the size
of an oil derrick.”
I bring this topic up because
of an interesting incident that oc
curred recently in Miami. When
people ask me, “Dave, why do
you choose voluntarily to live in
Miami?” I answer, “Because inter
esting incidents are always occur
ring here.” For example, just re
cently (DIGF ESSION ALERT)
federal agents here arrested two
men on charges of attempting to
illegally sell weapons.
“Big deal!” you arc saying.
“Federal agents in many cities
regularly arrest people for ille
gally selling weapons!”
R ight. But these were
NUCLEAR weapons. I swear I
am not making this up. The two
suspects are Lithuanian nationals;
they were allegedly working on
a deal to sell undercover agents
some Russian-made tactical
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nuclear weapons.
Call me a Nervous Nellie!
but I am concerned about the sale
of nuclear arms in my general
neighborhood. I say this because
of the popular Miami tradition,
which I am also not making up,
of celebrating festive occasions by
discharging weapons into the air.
I am picturing a scenario wherein
some Miami guy chugs one too
many bottles of Cold Duck at his
New Year’s party, and when the
clock strikes midnight, he stag
gers over to the closet where he
keeps his tactical nuclear weapon
— which he told his wife he was
buying strictly for personal pro
tection — and he says to himself,
“I wonder how T H A T baby
would sound?!!”
But my point (END OF
DIGRESSION ALERT) is that
Miami tends to have these inter
esting incidents, and one of them

occurred a little while ago when
Dade County purchased an office
building from the city of Miami.
The problem was that, squatting
in an area that the county wanted
to convert into office space, there
was a large ugly wad of metal, set
into the concrete. So the county
sent construction workers with
heavy equipment to rip out the
wad, which was then going to be
destroyed.
But guess what? Correct! It
turns out that this was N O T an
ugly wad. It was art! Specifically,
it was Public Art, defined as “art
that is purchased by experts who
are not spending their own per
sonal money.” The money of
course comes from the taxpayers,
who are not allowed to spend this
money themselves because (1)
they probably wouldn’t buy art,
and (2) if they did, there is no way
they would buy the crashcdspaceship style of art that the ex
perts usually select for them.

viding great pleasure to the many
taxpayers who come to admire it.
I am kidding, of course. On
the day I went to sec it, the sculp
ture was, like so many pieces of
modern taxpayer-purchased pub
lic art, being totally ignored by
the actual taxpaying public, pos
sibly because it looks — and I say
this with all due artistic respect
for Bud — like an abandoned air
compressor.
- So here’s what I think: I
think there should be a law re
quiring that all public art be
marked with a large sign stating
som ething like: “N O TIC E!
THIS IS A PIECE O F ART!
THE PUBLIC SHOULD EN
JOY IT T O TH E TUNE OF
80,000 CLAMS!
Also, if there happens to be
an abandoned air compressor
nearby, it should have a sign that
says: “NOTICE! THIS IS NO T
ART!” so the public does not
waste time enjoying the wrong
thing. The public should enjoy
what the experts have decided the
public should enjoy. That’s the
system we use in this country,
and we’re going to stick with it.
At least until the public acquires
missiles.

The Miami wad is in fact a
sculpture by the famous Italian
sculptor Pomodoro. (Like most
famous artists, he is not referred
to by his first name, although I
like to think it’s “Bud.”) This
sculpture cost the taxpayers
$80,000, which makes it an im
portant work of art. In dollar
terms, it is 3,200 times as impor
tant as a painting of dogs playing
Dave welcom es your
poker, and more than 5,000 times
as important as a velveteen Elvis. com m en ts, com p lain ts,

xxxxx
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F ortunately, before the
sculpture was destroyed, the er
ror was discovered, and the
Pomodoro was moved to another
city office building, where it sits
next to the parking garage, pro

ART

news tips and greetings, no
m atter h o w rude! M ail
them to: Dave Barry, Mi
ami Herald, 1 Herald Plaza,
Miami, Fla. 33132.

Riviera Tanning
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Nevermind the Homework/ Here's Caedmon's call
by Tina VanHoosc
A rts W riter
Editor's note: lbe only way you
could have missed Caedmon's
Call a couple weeks ago was
comatose. The seven-piece band
played through their set o f reflec
tive pop songs in Chalfant Hall,
and GlimmerGlass is proud to
have an interview with their
tirelessfrontm an Derek Webb.
Derek has no idea
what’s in store for Caedmon’s
Call in the future. He can’t
believe that they have made it
this far and is taking it by the
seat of his pants.
I got the honored
chance to interview Derek
Webb, the vocalist/guitarist
from Caedmon’s Call. His
hometown is Houston, Texas. I
asked him about the band’s
name.
“Basically, Caedmon
was a monk in the 7th century*
At all of the social gatherings it
was tradition to pass around a

harp and sing songs. That was
how news and folklore was
passed around and passed
down. But Caedmon was very
self-conscious, and didn’t know
how to sing, or what he might
sing about. He would often
leave and hide somewhere
before it became his turn at the
harp. One night when he had
retreated to the stables where
he worked, an angel came to
him and asked Caedmon to
sing. Caedmon replied that he
couldn’t sing, and had nothing
to sing about. The angel told
Caedmon to sing about cre
ation, and to sing praises to
God. He tried this and became
very gifted. His writing is
some of the first Christian
poetry, and he became very
famous. All of this was due to
his being faithful to following
God’s calling on his life. Since
we feel that same call into
music and are aware that apart

from the talent that God has
given us we could do nothing,
we felt a kinship to the story, and
adopted that name.”
Since January un til Au
gust of this year, Caedmon’s Call
has done approximatly 140
shows. Derek says that each of
them is reacting differently to
the “on-thc-road-stuff.” Person
ally, he doesn’t think that it’s
that bad.
He says that
everybody in the band is close,
and they hang out when they arc
home.
I couldn’t help notice
that Derek was wearing a
Wcczcr shirt so I asked him how
he felt about secular music. He
says that it is basically all he
listens to. He docs listen to Rich
Mullins.
The most important
thing that Derek has learned
through all of his work with
Caedmon’s Call is God’s sover
eignty.

This is Not A Basquiat Review

enn
by Adam Robinson

■

________A rts E dito r
So what if Ernest
Hemingway was asports writer!
Who cares if Shakespeare wrote
soap operas and Marcel
DuChamp despised art! I like
the stuff and want to be
impressed by it! I want to use
lots of energy deciphering ideas
and deciding “hey, that’s okay,”
and I think you should, too!
Artists at the local level, like
Olivet are usually humored or
hated!
Last year I wrote an
article about Elisa Archer’s
Senior Art Show, and I was
stunned by the reactions to her
work. For the most part they
came in single adjectives:
“weird,” “cool,” or, “ugh.”
That’s when my goal for The
Arts section this year bashed me
over the head; I want to
eliminate those types of reac
tions and get the Olivet commu
nity to see the arts for what it
sort of is: a serious attempt to
convey something non-physical
in a physical format. In other

words: “Neat-O.”
SYST M
For a while I thought
this was a silly and pretentious
idea, then I thought about Jean
Michel Basquiat, the twentyyear-old who painted “igno
rant art” (his title) and
emerged in New York City
under the direction of Andy
Warhol. Basquiat grew into
minor fame with his radically
««pretentious paintings and,
interestingly, graffiti.
BUY A BOWL OF SOUP
BUILD A FORT
BURN THEM DOW N
SAMO®
(Say SAMO two times fast and
you’ll have “Same old, same
old,” Basquiat’s pseudonym.)
The conflict was
whether he was a fraud, or a
genius. This, as much as the
fact that the media dwelled
almost solely on Basquiat’s
race (he was Haitian), caused
much of his restlessness. REPORTER:
Do

you consider yourself
an artist, or a black
artist?
BASQUIAT: Oh, I use
a lot of colors, not just
black.
Basquiat was clearly bothered by
questions like this. The fact that
he had over twenty sold-out art
exhibits in New York City and
abroad, and over forty more
exhibits with other artists never
gave him justifiable claim to the
title “artist.” No matter what, it
seemed people were going to
think of him as a fraud, and
worse, a fad, but he was neither
of those. Basquiat’s torment-his
artistic uneasiness-caused me to
reflect on what I call “The
Serious ness of Art,” and have
resolved that when it comes to
art, no amount of drama is
melodrama.
NOTHING TO BE GAINED
HERE. SAMO®
Of course, it is a fault of
mine to make too much of
things. I tend to shout from the

rooftops what is best whispered
in cafes. But I think it is because
of the opposite reaction among
artists—a tendency toward ob
scurity- that keeps the public so
removed from art and dwelling
on annoying responses like,
“Whoa.”
What’s the big idea for
O livet
graduate
Karen
LaMonica, not signing her
paintings?
Why must J.D. Salinger
hole himself up inside his house
after only four books?
All these artists acting
difficult make my goal harder
to reach. Their reactions to the
public cause the public’s wari
ness, and as editor of The Arts, I
feel it is my humble task to
loosen my tic and don my
fedora and reconcile the two.
That’s why I am pleased
to announce that The Arts
section is sponsoring monthly
boxing matches between re
nowned artists and average
schmocs like you and me. So

come on out to the Warming
House Monday night to sec the
Voice of Homer Simpson take
on Jon-Marc Thill in ten rounds
of man vs. man conflict.
(The arts section is also
the place to go for reviews,
events, and some other stuff.
But mostly it’s about boxing.)
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h in g s To Do ln Ch ¡cag o When Yo u're Dead
by Russ Elliott
A rts W riter
A lot of people arequickly
realizing that Navy Pier is
little more than a glorified
mall, the waiters’ shtick at Ed
Dcbcvics docs not make it
worth the overpriced food and
long wait, and their high
school gymnasiums have bet
ter acoustics than the United
Center.
The more one fre
quents these kinds of places,
the less alive they begin to
seem. As the -effect of these
tourist-traps becomes dulled,
they start sucking out life.
Frequenting tourist traps in
Chicago can be deadly.
The place to start to
be reborn is wherever a copy
of the Chicago Reader can be
found. Look in restaurants,
bookstores, and record stores.
This is the indispensable guide

to all things living and vital in
Chicago. What follows is a brief
introduction to one or two of
the most alive locations The
Reader covers. It is designed for
•:thc uninitiated and the dying.
There arc many clubs
in Chicago designed for those
people who feel lost, and
detached when viewing a con
cert from row seventy-two. The
Metro, for example, has consis
tently showcased top-notch art
ists who may be looking into
your eyes. It has no chairs, so
you will be able to stand within
spitting distance of a real live
rock V roll star.
. •
The dying rock ‘n’ roll
fan should not go to Chicago
w ithout visiting Reckless
Records. Containing a great
collection of rare records, Reck
less is often cited as the city’s
best record shop.
Wicker Park is impor
tant to the Chicago music scene.

It is full of life; rarely is an overthirty spotted in these parts. A
dying person is likely to find
coffee houses and bookstores,
and maybe a local music
celebrity.
It is home to
Quimby’s Bookstore, known
nationwide for its selection of
books and ‘zincs.
If the big shows at the
Chicago and Auditorium the
aters leave you wanting more,
or if they put you in debt,
Chicago has many smaller
theaters. The Ivanhoc has a
reputation for booking some of
the best productions the city
has to offer. .It is currently the
place to see critic favorites
Hellcab and Late Night Cat
echism.
Second City is also
known for its talent and
superior improvisational com
edy. Improvisational sessions
follow every show.
The Art Institute of
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Chicago is home to many
important works by major
artists like Van Gogh, Picasso,
Monet, and more. However, it
is not the only significant art
museum that Chicago has to
offer. A good starting place for
those who crave more is the
Museum of Contemporary Art.
There is always an interesting
exhibit here.
There arc also manysmaller galleries in Chicago.
If you’re sick of wast
ing money on lifeless Holly
wood movies in sterile theaters,
the big city is worth the trip.
The Fine Arts Theater is the

most accessible of Chicago’s
classic-style movie houses. There
is usually at least one indepen
dently produced film showing
there.
The Music Box may be
the best-known movie house in
Chicago, simply because of the
atmosphere. With a balcony
and organ, this place is classy.
This theater also shows great
independent films. The theater’s
staff also selects great classic
movies for their weekend mati
nee series (like Alfred Hitchcock
favorites), and “B” movies for
the midnight shows.

Art at Olivet
by Adam Robinson
Arts Editor

Deep?) To join C M S , pa>
attention to directions during
club week. Membership costs
It’s Olivet, not Paris.
five dollars, and it’s money
Don’t get sad, though, bewell spent.
ause there are still a number
How about Theater?
>f things to do when you get
Are plays more your speed
hat artistic inclination. Our
Olivet’s got 'em. Auditions
school has some fine talent
closed last week for the
and lots to see, so if you aren’t
production of The Man Whc
familiar with all of Olivet’s
Came to Dinner, which wi
activities, read o n . . . .
show six times in November
Music, anyone?: The
The theater department usu
nusic department often puts
ally produces two plays a year
an shows in Kresge auditoThere is also the Greer
ium (and they’re'often free).
Room, which deserves, its
There are solo recitals—like
own heading:
así night’s Faculty recital with
Green Room: Som e
Dr. Anderson-and band and
where along the lines o
ihoir concerts.
The band
theater is Green Room, a dul:
andOrpheus also put on a
that is open to everyone. This
/ariety show which is a yearly
is the organization that com
lighlight Look for posters
monty sponsors every girl’s
around campus and those
favorite “Bachelor Auctionj
events will be hard to miss.
They perform “The Legend o
The Honors Recital is going to
Sleepy Hollow* to spook yoi
ae héid on September 16.
out in October, and also help
But what about other
produce of the school plays
■nusic?'. The Christian Music
Do you want to be involved ir
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WELCOME B ACK STUDENTS !
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Kankakee First Church
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FREE TRANSPORTATION provided for ONU students to Sunday School and
Sunday morning and evening worship services. Bus/van leaves from in front of
Ludwig Center 15 MINUTES BEFORE SERVICE TIMES.

Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene
1000 N. Entrance Ave.
933-1000
“Committed to reaching and preparing people to experience the excellence of Christ. ”

